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www.salientsys.com/CV20-20

SALIENT SECURITY PLATFORM
The Salient Security Platform represents the latest innovation for intelligent
security. CompleteView 20/20 is the next-generation video management solution
that is simple, scalable, and secure with an intuitive, uniﬁed user experience
across all platforms. With its superior command and control tools, multi-point
monitoring capabilities, and third-party integrations, CompleteView 20/20 delivers
a comprehensive security management solution to meet your current and future
security needs.
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√ 360 Situational Awareness
√ Command & Control Hub
√ Anytime, Anywhere Surveillance
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√ Intuitive UI/UX
√ Device Agnostic
√ Painless Deployment

√ One-to-Many Sites
√ 3rd Party Integrations
√ Current and Future Needs
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WHAT’S INSIDE SALIENT SECURITY PLATFORM
CompleteView 20/20

Next-generation video surveillance software

LPRTracker

Powerful license plate recognition recording and alerting capability

TransactionTracker

Fully-integrated video solution that can synchronize POS transactions, video data,

ViewPoint

Technology that turns any desktop computer screen into a video feed for

Video Synopsis

Video analytics that transform video into actionable intelligence

and exception-based reporting systems

monitoring computer activity

COMPLETEVIEW 20/20
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COMPLETEVIEW 20/20 MUST SEE FEATURES
CV GeoView

Select cameras on a map and create a view layout on the ﬂy from selected cameras. CV
GeoView instantly creates layouts of cameras, allowing live monitoring personnel to follow
suspects easily.

Custom Tabs

Create tabs from individual cameras and view layouts, allowing operators to switch
between the most important cameras and views much more quickly.

Text Search

Search for events, cameras, and other activities by typing key words into a search box. The
search feature instantly narrows down events, cameras, and views to the keywords.

Automatic Map Switching

Allow operators to see a camera’s location in relation to the facility being monitored. A
camera displayed in Alarm View that is also located on a corresponding map will
automatically display in the Map panel.

Remote Investigations

Download and search remote video investigations much more quickly through the
bandwidth-reducing beneﬁt of Dynamic Resolution Scaling, now available in Playback.
Playback and search exceptionally fast, while exported video resolution is downloaded at
full resolution at the same time.

THE 5 MOST
SALIENT POINTS

MANAGE and administer
your enterprise security
solutions up to
30% faster.
CUSTOMIZE layouts
and views with the
multi-display
command and
control panel.

SHARE anytime,
anywhere camera
layouts/views
across desktop, web,
and mobile devices.

VIDEO, events, and
system health in real time.

USE 360° situational
awareness of camera
layouts/locations to
quickly navigate sites.

ARE YOU READY FOR THE FUTURE?

95%

of video/image content
will never be viewed
by humans.

70%

of enterprises will
continuously monitor
for sensitive data
incidents.

30%

of large enterprises
will leverage snapshots
and backups for more
than just recovery.

1 out of 3

camera-enabled IoT devices
will embed some form of
computer vision capability.

10%

of ﬁrms will use
AI-connected
insights from
media, places
and things to
transform
collaboration.

Take Salient's Video Surveillance IQ Survey and see how you score!
www.salientsys.com/CV20-20
4616 W. Howard Lane
Building 1, Suite 100
Austin, TX 78728
https://www.salientsys.com
Training: https://support.salientsys.com
Support: 1-844-SALIENT (1-844-725-4368) or visit https://support.salientsys.com
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